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	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Mathematical Methods, Models, and Architectures for Computer Network Security, MMM-ACNS 2010, held in St. Petersburg, Russia in September 2010. The 16 revised full papers and 6 revised short papers presented together with 5 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 54 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on security modeling and covert channels, security policies and formal analysis of security properties, authentication, authorization, access control and public key cryptography, intrusion and malware detection, security of multi-agent systems and software protection, as well as. adaptive security, security analysis and virtualization.
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The The Wills Eye Hospital Atlas of Clinical OphthalmologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2001
As this second edition goes to press, Wills is moving to its fourth home during its 168-year history. Thus, it is an exciting time and perhaps fitting that this second edition is being published as this transition is being made. In the first edition, we pointed out how many artists have focused on the eye as almost a theme in many of...
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HTML: The Definitive Guide (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		Netscape Navigator 4.0! Internet Explorer 4.0! HTML 3.2! JavaScript! Style sheets! Layers! HTML is changing so fast it's almost impossible to keep up with developments. How do you know what's real, and how do you use it? This book brings it all together for you. HTML: The Definitive Guide is the most comprehensive book...
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Ultra-Fast Fiber Lasers: Principles and Applications with MATLAB® Models (Optics and Photonics)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Ultrashort pulses in mode-locked lasers are receiving focused attention from researchers looking to apply them in a variety of fields, from optical clock technology to measurements of the fundamental constants of nature and ultrahigh-speed optical communications. Ultrashort pulses are especially important for the next generation of...
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The Pocket Handbook of Image Processing Algorithms In CPrentice Hall, 1993
This handy desktop reference gathers together into one easy-to-use volume the most popular  image processing algorithms. Designed to be used at the computer terminal,  it features an illustrated, annotated dictionary format — with clear, concise definitions, examples, and C program code.  Covers algorithms for adaptive filters, coding and...
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Ultra-fast ASP.NET: Build Ultra-Fast and Ultra-Scalable Websites Using ASP.NET and SQL ServerApress, 2009
Ultra-Fast ASP.NET presents a practical approach to building fast and scalable web sites using ASP.NET and SQL Server. In addition to a wealth of tips, tricks and secrets, you'll find advice and code examples for all tiers of your application, including the client, caching, IIS 7, ASP.NET, threads, session state, SQL Server, Analysis...
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The Skeleton: Biochemical, Genetic, and Molecular Interactions in Development and HomeostasisHumana Press, 2004

	A cutting-edge review of the biochemical, physiological, pharmacological, genetic, and molecular interactions involved in the development and homeostasis of the skeleton. Topics range from chondrogenesis, chondrocytes, and cartilage to skeletal dysmorphology, and include the control of skeletal development, osteoblastic cell differentiation,...
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